In this issue of Neuron, Kupferschmidt et al. (2017) reveal the shifting dynamics of functionally defined corticostriatal pathways during skill learning in mice using fiber photometry. They show different time courses in plasticity of associative and sensorimotor circuits across learning that involve changes at both the synaptic and cortical level.
Skill learning is a critical aspect of our everyday lives. The process of learning and acquiring new motor skills consists of two phases: (1) an acquisition phase, where behaviors are goal-directed and sensitive to feedback about performance, and (2) a mastery phase, where actionoutcome associations become implicit and behavior becomes automatic. The neuronal mechanisms underlying this behavioral transition are an area of intense research focus.
Skill learning relies heavily on plasticity of corticostriatal circuits, which are topographically organized into functionally segregated circuits defined along a medial-lateral axis. Dorsomedial parts of the striatum (DMS) receive input from prefrontal cortical (PFC) areas, creating a circuit that is important for action-outcome associations. Dorsolateral parts of the striatum (DLS) receive input from primary sensory and motor cortices, creating a sensorimotor circuit that signals action outcome during early learning and encodes stimulus-response associations (Alexander et al., 1986) . Disrupting DMS function has been shown to impair goaldirected behaviors and prevent acquisition of motor skills, but does not disrupt performance of mastered skills (Yin et al., 2009; Redgrave et al., 2010) . Disrupting DLS function, in contrast, impairs performance of mastered skills and reverts automated behaviors back to goaldirected control (Yin et al., 2009; Redgrave et al., 2010) . These data suggest a sequential model in which PFC-DMS circuits dominate in early skill learning and M1-DLS circuits dominate once a skill is mastered.
However, other studies have shown concurrent and competing activation of parallel corticostriatal circuits throughout learning (Bassett et al., 2015; Thorn et al., 2010) . In a T-maze choice task, motor and associative regions of striatum were active simultaneously during multiple stages of learning, with DMS reaching peak activation during skill acquisition and DLS reaching peak activation with mastery (Thorn et al., 2010) . Likewise, human imaging studies show that mastering a motor skill is associated with sustained motor system activity that increases throughout learning, and transient associative circuit activity that is reduced as motor circuit activity increases (Bassett et al., 2015) . This suggests a competition model in which associative and motor circuits vie for control over learning to achieve mastery.
In this issue of Neuron, Kupferschmidt and colleagues (2017) seek to resolve this controversy by tracking activity of defined subsets of corticostriatal projections during skill learning. To do this, they use fiber photometry to record the activity of synaptic terminals in associative (medial prefrontal cortex to dorsomedial striatum, mPFC-DMS) or sensorimotor (primary motor cortex to dorsolateral striatum, M1-DLS) corticostriatal circuits during skill learning ( Figure 1A ). Because fiber photometry measures bulk calcium signal produced by the fluorescent calcium indicator GCaMP6s, by restricting GCaMP6s expression to terminals originating from mPFC or M1 neurons, the authors are able to monitor activity in these pathways with unprecedented spatial and temporal specificity. To induce skill learning, mice are trained on an accelerating rotarod paradigm, in which they learn to balance on a rod rotating at gradually increasing speeds. This paradigm has been used previously to study the transition from skill acquisition to skill mastery (Costa et al., 2004) .
In the first set of experiments, the authors implant optical fibers into the DMS or DLS to record pathway-specific calcium signals during rotarod performance ( Figure 1A ). In the naive state (the first trial in which mice experienced the accelerating rotarod), task-related activity (i.e., engagement) of mPFC-DMS terminals is low, but M1-DLS terminal activity is at its peak. During the early learning phase (end of day 1, 10 trials completed), mPFC-DMS activity sharply increases, whereas activity of the M1-DLS pathway remains high, similar to levels recorded in naive mice. Across additional training sessions, activity in the two pathways diverges ( Figure 1C ). At the beginning of day 2, mPFC-DMS terminal activity rapidly disengages and remains low throughout the rest of training. In contrast, M1-DLS terminal activity disengages more gradually across subsequent training days, reaching its lowest task engagement during late training (day 5).
These data suggest that associative and sensorimotor corticostriatal circuits exhibit concurrent activation during skill acquisition, but their activity dissociates as skill mastery is achieved. These results unite the competition and sequential models of skill learning to create a new model, in which both pathways are active during learning and decline with mastery, but in which sensorimotor circuits remain more engaged during execution of mastered skills than associative circuits.
The early peak and rapid disengagement of mPFC-DMS activity during early learning is strongly supported by previous studies showing that skill acquisition is accompanied by peak DMS activity in vivo (Yin et al., 2009; Thorn et al., 2010) and peak DMS post-synaptic responses ex vivo, both of which decrease with skill mastery (Yin et al., 2009) . However, in the present study, Kupferschmidt and colleagues take things a step further by showing that greater mPFC-DMS disengagement at the beginning of day 2 is significantly predictive of how well the animal learns the task on subsequent days ( Figure 1C) . These results are consistent with a learning model in which high mPFC-DMS engagement facilitates skill acquisition by promoting behavioral flexibility to create strong action-outcome relationships. Then, to master a skill, behavioral flexibility must decrease in order to allow the skill to solidify. Support for this learning model comes from previous studies that show that prefrontal/DMS circuits promote behavioral flexibility required for learning. In one study, inactivating different nodes of the mPFC-DMS circuit was shown to impair behavioral flexibility in an instrumental learning task after a rule switch (Ragozzino, 2007) . Taken together, these data suggest that mPFC-DMS activity acts as a gate during initial learning of a task to allow flexibility when different strategies are being explored, but that continued activity in this circuit impairs skill mastery. This hypothesis is supported by human imaging data that show decreased activity in associative brain circuits during motor skill learning is correlated with enhanced performance (Bassett et al., 2015) . However, these recording data are only correlative. Such a hypothesis should be tested more directly in future experiments using optogenetic manipulation of mPFC-DMS terminals at different stages of learning.
After establishing that mPFC-DMS and M1-DLS terminals exhibit different time courses of engagement during skill learning, the authors then probe deeply into the mechanisms underlying this effect. They hypothesize that at least two different mechanisms could influence the extent of terminal engagement measured in the striatum. First, changes in taskrelated activity of cortical neurons could profoundly affect the degree of terminal activity measured in the striatum. Indeed, previous studies have shown that skill learning is associated with decreased engagement of neurons in cortical motor areas (Cao et al., 2015; Picard et al., 2013) . Second, plasticity at the presynaptic terminals themselves could alter their activation dynamics and, hence, photometric signal.
To differentiate between these two possibilities, the authors injected a retrograde Cre virus into the DMS or DLS and a Cre-dependent GCaMP virus in the cortex to measure bulk calcium signals from the somata of cortical neurons located in the mPFC or M1, respectively ( Figure 1B (A) Summary of experimental methods to measure task-related activity of corticostriatal terminals during skill learning in an associative corticostriatal circuit (Associative Circuit, medial prefrontal cortex to dorsomedial striatum) or a sensorimotor corticostriatal circuit (Motor Circuit, primary motor cortex to dorsolateral striatum).
(B) Summary of experimental methods to measure task-related activity at the soma of corticostriatal neurons during skill learning in associative (Associative) or sensorimotor (Motor) corticostriatal circuits.
(C) Summary of changes in task-related activity of corticostriatal terminals (solid lines) and soma (dashed lines) during skill learning. Red, activity of terminals and soma in the associative circuit. Blue, activity of terminals and soma in the sensorimotor circuit.
reasoned that if changes in the activity of cortical somata exactly mirror changes in striatal terminal activity, this would suggest that plasticity of cortical ensembles is entirely responsible for changes in corticostriatal signaling during skill learning. Alternatively, dissociations between the activity of cortical somata and striatal terminal activity would suggest that plasticity at the terminals is involved.
The results of these experiments show that changes in terminal fluorescence are largely mirrored by changes in somatic fluorescence, suggesting that changes in cortical engagement account for the majority of changes in terminal fluorescence across days. However, a notable exception was observed on day 1, during the early phase of the paradigm ( Figure 1B ). Whereas the fluorescent signal from mPFC-DMS terminals increases rapidly with training, the increase in mPFC-DMS somata fluorescence is more gradual. This suggests that mPFC-DMS synapses are potentiated prior to changes in cortical ensembles during early stages of skill learning. In the M1-DLS pathway, an opposite dissociation between somatic and terminal activity is observed on day 1. Whereas the fluorescent signal from M1-DLS terminals decreases gradually with training, the decrease in fluorescent signal from M1-DLS somata is more abrupt. This suggests that synaptic potentiation of M1-DLS terminals helps to maintain a strong contribution of this pathway during early learning, even though cortical engagement has already started to decrease. The differing contributions of synaptic versus ensemble plasticity are important additions to the literature on the neuronal dynamics of skill learning. Most prior studies have focused only on changes in the somatic activity of neurons in the cortex or the striatum, without the resolution to measure plasticity of the synapses themselves (but see Yin et al., 2009) . The findings by Kupferschmidt et al., that there is a dissociation between somatic and synaptic engagement in corticostriatal pathways during early learning, highlight the importance of continued development of techniques to measure synaptic, not just somatic, activity during behavior.
The observation of decreased taskrelated activity of both mPFC-DMS and M1-DLS circuits as mastery is achieved is consistent with findings from a number of other recent studies showing that skill learning is associated overall with less neural activity rather than more (Cao et al., 2015; Picard et al., 2013) . Specifically, it has been shown that as skill on the rotarod increases, the ensemble of task-related Arc-expressing neurons in supplementary motor area became more consolidated (Cao et al., 2015) . Taken together, these data suggest that as the motor skill is mastered, fewer neurons are needed to code the activity. This phenomenon may reflect a mechanism for efficient signal processing. To further understand if these findings represent a general theme in neuronal processing, future studies must take advantage of identification, recording, and manipulation of specific task-related ensembles using immediate-early gene technologies.
Kupferschmidt and colleagues set the stage for new avenues of research to advance understanding of the transition from skill acquisition to mastery. They present a dissection of two corticostriatal pathways known to play a significant role in this process and demonstrate that mPFC-DMS and M1-DLS terminals show parallel and dissociable, but not competing, activity dynamics throughout the process of learning a rotarod task. Moving forward, it will be critical to focus on causality in addition to correlational neuronal observation of these two systems. These future studies will capitalize on the foundation laid by Kupferschmidt et al., to fully understand the complex circuit dynamics underlying skill learning.
